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Abstract

 En Querida Memoria discusses the parallels found within both myth and history. This series particularly focuses on the 

use and abuse of Mexico’s national history, in addition, to my personal history surrounding Mexico. This photographic series 

questions how histories differ based on the person who “guards” it. Studied through this series is the phenomenon in which 

history–specifically “monumental” and “antiquarian” as defined by philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche–provides an escape to a 

fantastical past created through the mythologizing and preservation of war heroes, folklore, and nations alike.

 Images in this series are created using a combination of Mexico’s revoltionary history and my personal childhood 

history growing up in a city bordering Mexico. Furthermore, the color red is used as a motif throughout all the photographs 

alluding to its psychological connotations, referential qualities to subjects of war and nationalism, but especially, its connection 

to the color’s cultural significance found in Mesoamerican societies within Mexico.
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En Querida Memoria

 The art series, En Querida Memoria, discusses the mythologizing of histories, particularly focusing on the use and abuse 

of personal and national history surrounding Mexico. This photographic series questions how histories differ based on the 

person who “guards” it. Studied through this series is the phenomenon in which history–specifically “monumental” and

 “antiquarian” as defined by philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche–provides an escape to a fantastical past created through the 

mythologizing and preservation of war heroes, folklore, and nations alike.

 Nietzsche’s text, On the Use and Abuse of History for Life, is the primary literary source informing the concept of this 

work. He firmly believes that the foundations for the future of a person, culture, or nation depends on our ability to 

harmoniously create a balance with the past and present. Nietzsche believes history serves a grander purpose than serving as 

pure knowledge but actually has the potential in dictating life. He manifests this idea when he writes his own various definitions 

of history–monumental, antiquarian, and critical forms of history–as adapted by the human species along with their service 

to life and their advantages and disadvantages. As Nietzsche explains, history for some serves the purpose of emphasizing the 

greater deeds of the past that will then mold and influence its future–which is what he calls monumental history–this is history 

used by the man who wants to create greatness by using the past to then empower himself. An antiquarian history, as defined by 

Nietzsche, is for those who when presented with history want to nothing more than to admire and preserve it against anyone or 

thing; in other words, history for the traditionally valued–the man who wishes to emphasize the customary through the 

cultivation of the past. Lastly is critical history, which works alongside both monumental and antiquarian history; however, its 

aim is not to preserve or to glorify the past but rather to critically analysis it to best serve the future.
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 Tales of Mexico’s national heroes such as: Juan José de los Reyes Martínez Amaro “El Pipila”, Narciso Mendoza “El Niño 

Artillero”, Emiliano Zapata, Francisco “Pancho” Villa, and Niños Heroes are the national rhetoric informing the narrative of the 

photographic work alongside personal history of my childhood growing up bordering Mexico. Personal histories include, but 

are not limited to: (1) my craze for mexican candy such as Kinder Sorpresa, Chiclets, or Paleta Payaso at a young age; (2) the 

color, Mexican Pink, that paints the outside facade of my grandmother’s home in Mexico and other daily aspects of Mexican 

culture; (3) memories from my childhood ranging from visits to  a Monarch butterfly sanctuary in Mexico to my peculiar habit 

at a young age of carrying a blanket everywhere I went, especially to family parties, so I could fall asleep. Both histories, national 

and personal, are informing the photographic narratives alongside the materiality of the props used within the photographs. 

 Furthermore, the color red and its varients  are  used as a motif throughout all the photographs alluding to its 

psychological connotations, referential qualities to subjects vof war and nationalism, but especially, its connection to the color’s 

cultural significance found in Mesoamerican societies within Mexico. 

 This photographic series examines the issues caused by the romanticism used to create mythologies solely through the 

emphasis in monumental and antiquarian history within Mexico. Images in this series are created through a combination of 

Mexico’s revolutionary history, which is scrutinized through the lens of monumental history, alongside personal history of my 

childhood in a city bordering Mexico that is viewed in an antiquarian form. This series being contained within a book format 

further infers both history and folklore books, consequently, calling to question the paralleling relationships found between said 

books. En Querida Memoria is therefore adopting Nietzsche’s belief of critical history as the photographs entice the viewer with 

their fantastical aesthetic, yet each frame 
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En Querida Memoria Book
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